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[1] Project Describtion
Milla-Mari Naukkarinen, Prague 2009

Project Information

Name/working title:
“Pendulum”  -  “Present consists the past”

“Swinging between the past and present”

Time-frame: October 2009 – February 2010

Attached
Worksheets:

Brief history and photographs from the
Letna hill

Related Documents: Description of my  previous art project

Past always marks the present. However, often past consists of selectively choosen set

of appropriated memories and discourses. Some parts want to be forgotten, but

usually those parts are the ones which influence on our thoughts, attitudes and

actions the most. 

The shared past with our neighboring countries or the countries with unpleasant

history has been questioning me over awhile now. My hometown Lappeenranta

is located near Russian border. Russian influence can be seen and heard in

everyday-life, economics, culture and language. It's deniable how the

development of the area is based on the connections to Eastern Giant. But

reading every morning the local news paper full of readers’ writings about how

things are wrong and how the quilt is always our neighbor - the Russians', I

started to wonder will people ever get over the traumas and fears dating back to

the Second World War. Last spring I seized the topic by means of art in my

Master Studies and made an art installation called BURDEN. 

(See more pedantic describtion at the Attachment III in the end)

The Czech Republic has a comparable history with the Eastern Might as Finland.

The years (1948-1989) of Communism left their mark in Czechs minds and



places. I have learned that Czechs are willing to forget the recent past, even

though everyone was unquestionably affected by those years. At the same time

they are so stuck with their undealed past that they don't understand question the

present power structures and how the past keeps on showing up in the present.

By these experiences I am questioning,  is the past only a toll that marks the

present actions, wants to be forgotten, but can't be learned from? Is there really

present without the past?

2. What is the artwork about?

C O N T E N T

I am constructing this art project on a top of my previous one (see attachment III).

I am investigating the layers of history and representing/ indicating how the

hidden past can be found in the present. I claim that the past is not fully

past/cannot be passed and it's not a coincidence how places keep on repeating

and retaining the same characters/features through the time. In my opinion,

everything is constructed on something that was there before. 

In this project I concentrate on one crucial place in Prague, LETNA HILL, that is

somewhat remembrance of the Communist era and shares a loaded history. 

At the moment on the Letna Hill 15 meters tall Metronome  is overlooking the

Vltava River and the Old Town. The large red pendulum of the Metronome has

been swaying back and forth through the Prague sky since 1991 representing

change as a constant.  The same tempo and mechanical pulse is repeating in the

the city and nature.  

The view from the metronome is beautiful, but for the local residents the spot

holds a darker memory.  In the 1940s the government of Czechoslovakia

decided to erect a giant statue in honor of Communist Socialism. The foundation

stone was laid in 1949 and in 1955 the enormous Stalin monument  was



unveiled. The sculpture was kept until 1962, when it was blasted to pieces.

Hence the hill used to be the symbol of Communist power and principles due to

the Stalin Statue and today controversially it is supposed to be a symbol of new

fresh era due to a Metronome., that is ticking the new time. I claim that the same

oppressive rhythm can still be found in the place as present as in the past. This is

why I am concentrating especially on the RHYTHM of Letna Hill and the hidden

symbolistic meanings. (See the attachment I)

F O R M

My main art product will be a a collage of the present, the past ( and possibly

also the future?) put in a form of a stop motion movie . 

The movie will be constituted of three elements:

1) PRESENT: Investigation of the Letna hill, EXPERIENCING it as present and then

documenting the discoveries as:

-Photographs: Photos are a way to collect data and to document visible. It

does not only represent the visible but reveals the character of the place.

One photo is a stopped moment and it gives a change to observe the

details that may sank in the diffuse sight and movement.

I have a collection of photographs of the Metronome and the activities in

the park. (See Attachment II). 

-Sound: In ever more visualized world it is important to pay attention to 

the authentic sound. What cannot be seen can be heard. I will juxtapose  

the present authentic sounds with the old sounds. For instance I will take 

the sound of the place and apparatus, sample them with Stalin speech 

and parade marching. Together they will compose sampled rhythm 

patterns in order to investigate has the rhythm changed. 



2) PAST/HISTORICAL PART: 

-News paper headings / articles: One from Rude Pravo, 2st of May 1955 –  

article of the unveiling of Stalin monument, and second from year 1991 when

the Metronome was installed. 

– footage of a Communist military parade in Letenske Sady in Prague 1955

– Stalin's speech

– ((Investigating and somehow representing what was there between years

1962-1991, and what kind of temporal objects has there been after the

year 1991? ))

3) FUTURE:

The discussions and articles of the proposals for new projects to stand on Letna

plain in the future, such as Giant Aquarium and New National Library??

Why stop motion and not video?  For me already the term “stop motion” is an

interesting wordplay. It can be seen in two ways:  either “as stopping the motion”

or as making still moments alive/in motion”. As stop motion is a serie of photos

revealing the unique of every frame, it's ideal on exploring movement and

making montages. It is dynamical, narrative and  characterical. Stop motion

gives a great chance to point out the repetitive patterns of visible appearances

and movement.  It is a vibrant way to make the picture and sound converse.

Video/film is also formed from still frames, but their frequency is so hig that the

illusion of movement is different.  It doesn't give such a chance to underline the

still and the movement at the same time.  



ATTACHMENT  I : Essential vocabulary and quotes related to the Metronome/ 

Pendulum and the brief history of the hill

VOCABULARY

• swinging back and forth 

• The word 'pendulum' is new Latin, from the Latin pendulus, meaning 'hanging'.

• hanging = suspension

• The time for one complete cycle, a left swing and a right swing, is called the
period. 

• Pendulum means something that is “to and fro” or  repetitive

“The metronome is not just a timekeeper; it’s also a symbolic proxy connection to
a power greater than ourselves” 

http://www.notreble.com/buzz/2009/10/05/to-click-or-not-to-click-or-whats-in-a-metronome/

THE BRIEF HISTORY OF THE LETNA HILL

• 1955 Stalin statue erected on Letna 

• 1956 Khrushchev denounces Stalin 

• 1962 Stalin statue demolished, remains stored under base of the monument 

• 1990 Radio Stalin, a pirate station, starts illegal broadcasts from the hill 

• 1991 Metronome installed (by artis: 

• 1996 Michael Jackson puts up 33-foot likeness of himself on Letna for several
days to kick off concert tour 

• 1998 Billboard of Civic Democratic Party leader Vaclav Klaus goes up
temporarily on site 

• proposals for new projects to stand on Letna plain in the future : 

-Giant Aquarium 

-New National Library, with the architecture design rather futuristic and
controversial 



ATTACHMENT II : Pictures of the Letna Park 

 The Metronome

 

 Skateboarding

 Old style cycles



ATTACHMENT  III : 

BURDEN – a description of my previous art project in Finland on spring 2009

Last spring  the biggest concern on everyone's lips in my hometown

Lappeenranta was the increased Russian truck traffic. Even the third of Russian

import is transported through southeastern Finland. In January 2009 Russia

arose the tax of imported cars and as consequence too many cars were

attempted to import to the state before the reformation. The  customs got

jammed and during the Christmas holidays the truckdrivers had to queue to the

border six days on the road banks of Finland. After local news paper went full of

hostile readers’ writings, that attacked straight on the drivers hinting that the fault

was their and their nation.

I wanted to comment the situation by means of art in my Master Studies. I took

pictures of the truckdrives queueing in the line and collected newsasrticles and

readers' writings, which were about the situation. I drag pieces of truck in my

university and made an installation that was representing a truck cabin. Outside

it looked like a truck, but the interior was covered with the insulting articles and

readers' opinions. I was offering a viewer a possibility to try how the russian

truckdrivers possibly felt in that situation and pointed out the excess of the

articles.  I reflected the situation where the Russian truck drivers were made as the

scapegoats on a conflict between two nation. I questioned how long do the past

acts affect the present attitudes and behavior towards the neighbour nation? How

relevant is the history when we make conclusions and judgements today? 



[2] :COURSES

-2  :     D art photography and digital art (2 )ETCS

-  :   Dilna III Workshop photographing (4 )ETCS

-      Still life drawing and painting (1  )ETCS

-      (Visual Art Practise as Inquiry 6 )ETCS

-   :        Europe creates school teaching practise in Czech Art School (5 )ETCS

-      (12 ) Czech language and culture course ETCS

2  :   D art Digital photo

 Katerina Linhartova

: Themes

-  Newspaper photography

- - -detail whole photographing

-  /manipulated picture photoshop

-     making a comic by photographing

-      Famous old painting reconstructed as photographing

            :    As a whole this course was most useful course in my Erasmus time I learned different techniques

              and perspectives to digital photography and got many practical tips how to teach digital

    .             photogrpahy at school for students Most useful for my final project was the fact that I learned

                 how to make a Stop Motion Movie and tried some short movie strips inside the theme ofThe

  heartbeat of Prague: :    , , ,    beat of the city footsteps skateboarding metronome swingin back and

,    ,forth the rhythm of traffic       , .     changes of the periods of day reflections These tryouts were part of

          .my final art project and helped me to figure it out



 :  Dilna III Workshop Photographing

(  )Jan Smid

:Themes

-  Stilllife photographing

-       Photography collection inside the city of Prague

-  :  :    Semestral work the drummer the rhythm of music

              During the lectures I learned basic knowledge in how to take light and composition in

  .           .  consideration in photographing As invidual work for every lecture I took photos of Prague It was

      ,     ,         a push to wander around the town get to know it better see it trough the lence and take a more

          . careful look for the objects that are commonly considered as unvalued

              .   As a semestral work I made a photography serie of my little brother playing drums I was

  concentrating on    the rhythm of music:          The movement in my brothers body when he was playing

    .and the vibrations of music

  / :Still life drawing painting

( )Dvorak

:Themes

-    Stilllife painting and drawing

-  Portrait drawing

        Shortly said I was learning the importance of t     he rhythm in a composition.   The changes between

     ,      .the still and the movement which combined together create the rhythm

   ( , , , .)       RHYTHM IN ART painting sculpture architecture etc is a harmonious sequence or pattern of

   ,     ,   , . masses alternating with voids of light alternating with shade of alternating colours etc



     Visual Art Practise as Inquiry

(  )Andrea Dancer

                 In this course we discussed about the Artistic research and what is the meaning of the process in

 .       Art making We visited many galleries and got  acquiented     . with the Czech Contemporary Art This

               course was the most important in helping us to proceed with our final projects and artistic

.thinking

  :       Europe creates school teaching practise in Czech Art School

(  )Ivana Herglova

:Themes

-         Comparing Finnish and Czech education and styles of teaching

-           Introducing Finnish Christmas and Finnish National Epic Kalevala to Czech children

[3]        EXHIBITIONS AND MUSEUMS I VISITED FOR MY PROJECT

1)   MUSEUM OF COMMUNISM

2)  :       :    DOX THE CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY ART Exhibition Tommorrow starts yesterday

3)     ,   THE CITY GALLERY OF PRAGUE Old Town Square

:             ,Exhibition “Once Upon a time in the East” Czechs trough the Eyes of Photographers

1948-1989.



   Investigating the Letna Hill





 :    Seri II Rhythm investigations in Prague





  :Course work examples



   Recontructed painting by photographing


